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About This Game

Chime was a much-loved music puzzle game on Xbox Live Arcade, PC and PS3. What happens if you file away the rusty
edges?

New music + new modes + new visuals = CHIME SHARP.

Place pieces, paint the board, make music. Chime Sharp is an sequel to 2009's Chime, a music puzzle game with an addictive,
ambient heartbeat. You tessellate shapes to cover a grid, while a beatline reads those shapes as notes. As you cover the board the

music builds to a beautiful crescendo of your own design. The only way to discover Chime is to play it, but if you want a
glimpse, consider what it might feel like to cross Tetris, a music sequencer and a hypnotic dream about your favourite pop song.

Chime Sharp takes Chime's classic dynamic and updates it for 2015. The core rules are the same but the aesthetic is clean and
modern and the game's soundtrack has been completely refreshed. With fifteen new levels, experimental modes, new-era

connectivity and sharper ways to play, Chime's finally back -- and it wants to be your new favourite mixtape.
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The game Kebab It Up! is a simple running game with many levels steadily increasing the difficulty. It becomes quite
challenging yet fun. Though the repetitive music is annoying and the weird cutscenes inbetween make me feel like that
there wasn't any effort put into that. Regardless of that, it is a pretty fun and enjoyable gaming experience..
Surpislingly good though little to no replay value and only takes 5 to 10 minutes to beat. Not a bad thing to have people
try. This would have been a fantastic free game but even at only 3 bucks I hesistate to really recomend it, but because it
is surpisingly fun I am.. 10hrs in and i'm really enjoying this game. great combat and presentation. music is pretty nice
in places too. very much a souls-like in terms of mechanics. gotta say, it does add a lot more depth to Darksiders
making each moment feel dynamic and important. discovery is pretty special too...feels great looking for hidden paths
and pick ups.

Will come back to finish once I've completed it...8\/10 so far.... Hold on ... it's early access, free, and supports Desktop
AND VR? Damn.

This game is in an early stage but already well polished. No lags, fun mini games, no stuttering (neither graphics or
sound \/ microphones are lagging). I didn't use VR that much lately, but this one will surely add some hours playtime..
Seriously, it's like the best game for my 4.5 year old son. In fact I enjoy teaching him how to play it. I've been looking
for something as cool as this gamne for a long time. He comes running to me, dad the robot killed me, halarious. In fact
I'm so old school that I love it myself. I switch between Borderlands, Far Cry and the man in a maze! Although I wish
they'd make more levels for some hardcore wanna be :).. Not a bad game but it doesn't have that spark that makes me
want to play it.

I've played hundreds of Flash games similar to the mini-games in Hexus and the vast majority have been better:
relying on the Egyptian theme gets irritating after a while (especially in the 'Egyptian' Mahjong where I still don't
know why sometimes colour matters and sometimes it doesn't).

I find the main game tedious and far too easy (it's taken to about lv60 before I had to use any thought or powerups).
You havea little city to build and upgrade to produce the powerups for use in the main game but I'd maxed out all of
them for about 30-40 lvs before I needed to touch them... which makes caring about the city very pointless. Equally
being able to dress your avatar is equally pointless as the only time you ever see that avatar is on the 'dress' screen.

Overall I'd say Hexus is a nice idea that nearly works but just doesn't quick click together. Might be worth picking up
cheap in a sale but finding flash games on the internet is probably going to be more rewarding.. Turn based stealth
shouldnt work......but it does.. One of the best Valve titles (so far) and one of the best zombie shooters with lots of
custom content.. 10\/10 Won't let me use DLC
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Definitely a fun game. Character controls are tight, graphics are very nice and refined, music is sparse (but that works for the
atmosphere of the game) but good when it needs be. Bosses are definitely the highlight of this game, with each being unique in
their own way and a pretty good test of one's control of movement. As other reviewers have mentioned, a small, but still
significant, amount of deaths will come to what is in my opinion not good camera design. The slow panning will get you killed
several times, leading to relatively frustrating deaths. However, all the other refined aspects of this game in conjunction with its
brevity makes it worth it imo.

Very satisfying, either way, and definitely knows how long it needed to be to provide an entertaining and fun experience that
didn't overstay its welcome. I will say, I didn't really get the horror vibe that the game was going for, but what atmosphere I did
internalize was a very unique and poignant one.. The best RPG game!
Poland have a great company!. I really love this game, and maybe when the dust settles the developer might add a way to change
the color of a plant after it grows, decorate the pots with lights or add more places to put plants or keep plants that you really
like. It\u2019s amazing what one developer made. I love how relaxing it is. No currency, no time limits, just smooth progress.
Sometimes you just need this type of game. My only complaint is that there aren\u2019t enough variety in the succulent plants. I
have a huge stockpile of small to medium green succulent plants. My hope is that eventually every word will be super unique. I
know it will take time, but maybe one day. I recommend this game if you want to relax and type in silly words that turn into fast
growing plants.. We need more players. This game is so awesome but players are rare to play with now :/. A nice and simple
child-friendly collectathon.

The game is relatively short, If you play to complete it as fast as possible you can beat 100% of the game in about 1.7 or 2
hours.

The gameplay is rather simple you move around the level with a top-down perspective and beat the occasional enemy, using
your fiery breath to defeat them. Beating a level is really easy I've beaten the entire game without dying to an enemy once and
feel that you could only fail if you do so intentionally.
When it comes to narrative the game is rather bare-bones and does not really do anything to establish any character motivation
or personality, it's just; You are a dragon who likes to collect treasure. Why who knows.
You have a mystic floating panda fiend. Who is he? I don't know.
but this can be put down to the young audience that it is aimed at.

Playing through the game I found that it had nice and relaxing BGM that suited the rest of the overall look, tone and feel of the
game.. i paid for this mobile game look-a-like
fortnite is free and 100x better then this trash cash grab
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